Neurons generate cell-specific outputs via interactions of conductances carried by ion channel proteins that are homeostatically regulated to maintain key quantitative relationships among subsets of conductances [1] [2] [3] . Given the challenges of both normal channel protein turnover and short-term plasticity, how is the balance of membrane conductances maintained over long-term timescales to ensure stable electrophysiological phenotype? One possible mechanism is to dynamically regulate production of channel protein via feedback that constrains relationships at the channel mRNA level. Recent modeling work has postulated that such mRNA relationships could emerge as a result of activity-dependent homeostatic tuning rules that ensure an appropriate ratio of mRNA for key ion channels is maintained to preserve robust cellular output [4, 5] . Yet, this has never been demonstrated in biological neurons. In this study, we quantified multiple ion channel mRNAs from single identified motor neurons of the stomatogastric ganglion to determine whether correlations among channel mRNAs are actively maintained, and, if so, by what form of feedback. In these neurons, we identified correlations among mRNAs for voltage-gated calcium and potassium channels. By performing experiments that decoupled activity, synaptic connectivity, and neuromodulatory state, we determined that correlated channel mRNAs are maintained by an activity-dependent process. This is the first study to demonstrate that distinct relationships across channel mRNAs are dynamically maintained in an activity-dependent manner. This feedback from cellular activity to coordinated transcriptome-level interactions represents a novel aspect of regulation of neuronal output with implications for long-term stability of neuron function.
Summary
Neurons generate cell-specific outputs via interactions of conductances carried by ion channel proteins that are homeostatically regulated to maintain key quantitative relationships among subsets of conductances [1] [2] [3] . Given the challenges of both normal channel protein turnover and short-term plasticity, how is the balance of membrane conductances maintained over long-term timescales to ensure stable electrophysiological phenotype? One possible mechanism is to dynamically regulate production of channel protein via feedback that constrains relationships at the channel mRNA level. Recent modeling work has postulated that such mRNA relationships could emerge as a result of activity-dependent homeostatic tuning rules that ensure an appropriate ratio of mRNA for key ion channels is maintained to preserve robust cellular output [4, 5] . Yet, this has never been demonstrated in biological neurons. In this study, we quantified multiple ion channel mRNAs from single identified motor neurons of the stomatogastric ganglion to determine whether correlations among channel mRNAs are actively maintained, and, if so, by what form of feedback. In these neurons, we identified correlations among mRNAs for voltage-gated calcium and potassium channels. By performing experiments that decoupled activity, synaptic connectivity, and neuromodulatory state, we determined that correlated channel mRNAs are maintained by an activity-dependent process. This is the first study to demonstrate that distinct relationships across channel mRNAs are dynamically maintained in an activity-dependent manner. This feedback from cellular activity to coordinated transcriptome-level interactions represents a novel aspect of regulation of neuronal output with implications for long-term stability of neuron function.
Results
Steady-state channel mRNA levels in individual neurons can vary over a 3-to 5-fold range, and some of these are correlated to one another in a cell-specific manner [6, 7] . Because not all channel mRNAs are correlated in a given cell, the specific combinations of which channel mRNAs are related may contribute to a unique cellular identity across neurons [6] . However, it is currently not known whether these relationships are fixed patterns as a result of a genetic or developmental trajectory, or actively maintained. We addressed this question by measuring mRNA levels for multiple ion channels from single identified neurons of the pyloric circuit of the stomatogastric ganglion (STG) of the crab Cancer borealis. The pyloric circuit of the STG ( Figure 1A ) consists of the pyloric dilator (PD), pyloric (PY), lateral pyloric (LP), the lateral posterior gastric (LPG), ventral dilator (VD), and inferior cardiac (IC) neurons [8] . Pyloric output is dependent on the presence of neuromodulators released by neurons that project from commissural ganglia to the STG via the stomatogastric nerve (STN) [9] . When the STN is blocked or cut, rhythmic activity of the pyloric neurons ceases [10, 11] . The somata of these pyloric neurons range from 40 to 100 mm in diameter ( Figure 1A) , and they are all unambiguously identifiable in each preparation by their distinct electrical activity and phase within the known pyloric rhythm [8] . We measured levels of mRNA for the three voltage-gated calcium channel subunits in crab (CbCaV1 [12] and two K + channels (shal [A-type] and shab [delayed rectifier]) from each of the six cell types. Individual neurons were hand-dissected, and then quantitative real-time PCR was performed for multiple-channel genes on each neuron separately [6, 7, 13, 14] (details provided in Supplemental Experimental Procedures available online). Figure 1B shows the raw data as well as the mean 6 SD for all of the channels and cells. Mean levels of expression varied significantly among the cell types for each channel (p < 0.001, one-way ANOVA). CbCaV3 expression (T-type calcium) was quite low in all cell types, suggesting that T-type channels are not present. This is consistent with the lack of low-voltage activated calcium currents in STG and other crustacean motor neurons [12, [15] [16] [17] . Data for CbCaV3 were collected for the remaining experimental groups and reported in Figures 2 and 3 but were never detected at levels suggesting substantive expression. We then performed correlation analyses for every pairwise combination of channels in each cell type [6] . Figure 1B shows the summary of these correlation analyses. Each cell type in the analysis, save for LP and VD, show a unique complement of correlated channel mRNAs for this set of channels ( Figure 1B ) [6] .
Correlated Ion Channel mRNA Levels in Neurons of the Pyloric Network

Correlated Channel mRNAs Are Actively Maintained by Cells of the Pyloric Network
The key question with regard to these relationships is whether mRNA levels and relationships are actively maintained as part of intrinsic feedback mechanisms. We compared pacemaker PD cells from intact preparations that maintained normal neuromodulatory inputs and pyloric activity with ''decentralized'' preparations that had their STNs cut, resulting in loss of both modulation and activity ( Figure 2 ). STG preparations were decentralized for 72 hr, or left with STNs intact in organotypic culture for 72 hr as a control. There were changes in mean mRNA levels only for the K + channels shal and shab (Figure 2A) . However, the correlation analyses revealed a more dramatic effect: for all pairwise relationships among channels, decentralization caused a complete loss of all correlated mRNA levels ( Figure 2B ). Our 72 hr control ( Figure 2B ) showed correlation patterns entirely consistent with acute control cells ( Figure 1B ).
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Channel mRNA Correlations Are Activity Dependent in Pyloric Pacemaker Cells These data demonstrate that correlated channel mRNA levels are maintained by feedback dependent on neuromodulation and/or activity. We performed manipulations that decouple these factors to determine whether activity-dependent feedback, trophic effects of neuromodulators [14, 15] , or synaptic inhibition (or some combination) are responsible for maintaining correlated channel mRNA levels. We measured channel mRNA levels in PD cells from seven experimental preparations: (1) acute controls: PD cells immediately collected from STN-intact preparations, (2) 72 hour controls: maintained for 72 hr with intact modulation and activity, (3) picrotoxin: intact modulation but inhibitory glutamatergic inputs blocked with picrotoxin (72 hr), (4) pilocarpine: STN cut (loss of endogenous modulation) but activity maintained (8 hr) via the muscarinic agonist pilocarpine [18] , (5) pilocarpine + tetrodotoxin (TTX): STN cut, exposed to pilocarpine but prevented from generating activity via TTX, (6) 8 hr decentralized: STN cut and maintained in culture (8 hr) with neither modulation nor activity, and (7) 72 hr decentralized: STN cut and maintained in culture for 72 hr. Representative traces for these groups, and quantitation of PD activity are shown in Figure 3 . The four groups with typical levels of PD activity (acute control, 72 hr control, picrotoxin, and pilocarpine) were not significantly different from one another in PD burst frequency, but all were significantly higher than the remaining groups (Figure 3, activity) . A low level of PD activity recovers in the 72 hr decentralized preparations [19] [20] [21] , but this PD activity is substantially diminished relative to normal activity seen in controls (Figure 3, activity) . The logic of how these seven experimental groups of PD cells decouple modulation, synaptic input, and bursting activity is explained below.
We first analyzed overall effects of activity on mean expression levels of channels across experimental groups. We performed a one-way ANOVA with activity as the factor. Activity+ was defined as pyloric burst frequency that was not significantly different from the acute control (see Figure 3 , activity), whereas activity-was defined as those groups with significantly lower PD burst frequency than control (Figure 3) . Consistent with the results in Figure 2 , the only difference in mean expression levels were significantly higher levels of shal and shab mRNA as a result of loss of activity (Figure 3) . However, these changes may not be entirely attributable to activity, as the picrotoxin group had shal and shab levels comparable to those groups with loss of activity.
We analyzed correlations among channels in each of the seven experimental groups to see if activity, synaptic input, or modulation state affects these relationships. This analysis is presented in Figure 4 , and the logic of the experimental groups and the interpretation of the results is as follows. First, we can rule out the loss of synaptic feedback as the cause of decorrelation in PD cells through the picrotoxin experimental group. Picrotoxin disrupts inhibitory glutamatergic interactions in the pyloric circuit [22, 23] . Picrotoxin application in preparations with intact neuromodulation produces relatively normal PD bursting output (Figure 3) , and these cells show complete overlap with the correlations among channel mRNAs with both acute and 72 hr control preparations (Figure 4) . Because there is no change in correlations present in the picrotoxin group, we rule out glutamatergic synaptic input, or pyloric phasing, as regulating correlated channel mRNAs in this study. These results also demonstrate that all three groups with intact modulation (modulation+) and normal activity (activity+), acute control, 72 hr control, picrotoxin, have the same pattern of correlated mRNA levels ( Figure 4) .
The experimental groups in which both modulation and activity have been interrupted (modulation-, activity-) by removal of descending STN inputs, 8 hr decentralized and 72 hr decentralized, show loss of all correlations among channel mRNAs (Figure 4) . Taken together, these data are consistent with either activity or modulation (or both) constraining mRNA levels in PD cells. Therefore, we needed experimental manipulations to decouple activity from modulation. Because we cannot block activity in the STG without also blocking release of endogenous modulators, our only option was to remove endogenous modulation (STN cut) and manipulate modulation and activity in the isolated ganglion. We accomplished decoupling of PD burst activity from neuromodulation with a combination of the ''pilocarpine'' and ''pilocarpine + TTX'' treatment groups. The pilocarpine-treated group receives no endogenous neuromodulation (STN cut), but produces normal output through exogenous application of neuromodulator agonist, pilocarpine ( Figure 3 , activity patterns [18] ). Because pilocarpine engages the same modulator-evoked mixed cation conductance (I MI ) as many endogenous STG peptide modulators [20] , this group (pilocarpine) represents a recapitulation of modulation+, activity+. We can then decouple modulation and activity by cotreating with both pilocarpine and TTX. Thus, the pilocarpine + TTX group represents the decoupling of these two factors: modulation+, activity-. In this experiment, the pilocarpine (modulation+, activity+) group shows correlated channel mRNA levels in almost complete agreement with the other groups that have intact activity and modulation, with one exception: shal and shab were not correlated (Figure 4) . The appropriate control group, 8 hr decentralized, shows that over the time course of pilocarpine treatment, we expect correlations to be lost when no activity or modulation are present (Figure 4) . Loss of correlations within 8 hr itself suggests maintenance of correlations is a dynamic, active process. Finally, in the critical experiment where we decouple activity from modulation, the pilocarpine + TTX group (modulation+, activity-) showed no correlations among any of the channel mRNAs (Figure 4 ).
These data demonstrate that correlations among channel mRNAs in PD cells are regulated in an activity-dependent manner. This is in contrast with our previous results that reported some mRNA correlations in PD were neuromodulator dependent [14] . The previous study focused on a distinct set of channel mRNAs, and the only experimental groups present were control, decentralized, and picrotoxin groups. Although the data in Temporal et al. [14] were consistent with the hypothesis that correlations among channel mRNAs are neuromodulator dependent, the experimental groups in hindsight did not as thoroughly decouple neuromodulation and activity as we have here. Table S1 . Each point indicates a single PD neuron.
Discussion
This study is the first to demonstrate that correlated channel mRNA relationships that underlie cell-specific output are dynamically maintained in an activity-dependent manner. As has been the case for much of the recent progress in understanding how individual neurons generate and actively maintain cell-specific patterns of output, the outcome of our study was predicted by computational modeling work. Specifically, O'Leary et al. [4, 5] have recently demonstrated in elegant computational modeling studies that correlations in ion channel mRNA could be explained by, and emerge from, activity-dependent homeostatic tuning rules. Our study provides the first biological evidence for these theoretical results and adds a level of complexity to the overall understanding of channel dynamics and interaction among ionic conductances. Specifically, in these same PD neurons, Khorkova and Golowasch [24] have demonstrated that membrane currents are coregulated directly by the presence of peptide modulation, and not activity. Our previous work also demonstrates that loss of activity and/or modulation can have differential impacts on the same channels at the mRNA and membrane current levels [14] . These distinct mechanisms of activity-and neuromodulator-dependent coregulation of channel transcripts and ionic currents, respectively, suggest that multiple pathways of regulation ultimately contribute to robustness of output in this system [25] [26] [27] .
The modeling work of O'Leary et al. [4, 5] and a substantial body of literature suggest that the link between activity and channel mRNA regulation likely will involve Ca 2+ influx [28] [29] [30] . Because pilocarpine converges on the modulator-evoked current I MI , which is known to be largely selective for Na + and K + but not Ca 2+ [31] , and was unable to rescue loss of correlation in the absence of activity, our data are consistent with calcium-influx via voltage-gated calcium channels as potentially mediating the effects demonstrated in this study. The influence of peptide modulators directly on conductance coregulation [24] is more likely the result of other metabotropic signaling events, and we cannot rule out a role for these modulator-dependent mechanisms on further refinement or other aspects of mRNA regulation. Therefore, future studies will be necessary to determine signaling pathways involved, as well as distinguish between mechanisms of transcriptional regulation, such as transcription factor networks or conserved regulatory elements across channel genes [32] [33] [34] , from those that target steady-state mRNA levels such as miRNA-mediated crosstalk between channel mRNAs [35] .
So why are these correlations so important? We hypothesize that correlated mRNA levels represent a core of stable relationships among conductances that are critical to the appropriate output of these cells [2, 6, 24, [36] [37] [38] [39] . However, we are only beginning to understand the cellular mechanisms that determine these relationships, as well as how compensatory mechanisms may play a role in maintaining these relationships through homeostatic plasticity [1, 2, 40] . Among a shifting landscape of physiological factors that are constantly tuned to alter or stabilize output, such as synaptic strength [41] , neuromodulation [42] , and ionic conductances [2, 43] , these modules of conductances reside at the core of generating a mode of cellular output, in this case bursting [4, [36] [37] [38] 44] . We propose that to ensure overall stability of output, some conductances are in part constrained at the level of mRNA leading to production of channel proteins. Just as important is an improved understanding of those channels not constrained in this way, which may confer plasticity that is inherent to all neurons over the lifetime of the animal. The interaction of constrained and free parameters would ensure that individual conductances may be dynamically regulated in the name of plasticity, but the balance of two critical channels that preserve an overall mode of output (e.g., bursting) is maintained. The correlation matrix shows each possible pairwise correlation. Activity levels (mean 6 SD) are plotted again to define experimental groups as activity+ or -(and modulation state noted as well). If an experimental group label appears in a given box, this indicates that a significant correlation (p < 0.05, Pearson's test) was detected in PD cells for a given pair of channel mRNAs. Correlation analyses results are provided in Table S1 . Below are plotted scatterplots for CbCaV1 versus shal from all seven experimental groups to provide representative visualization of the raw data that go into each analysis. Presence of a regression line indicates a significant (p < 0.05; Pearson's test) correlation for a pairwise comparison of channel mRNA levels. Each point indicates a single PD neuron.
